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BASICS ON COMPLEX NUMBERS

DEFINITIONS 

Let ℜ be the set of real numbers and ;, ℜ∈ℜ∈ yx ℜ is a set of real numbers, a complex 
number Z is iyxz += or ( ) ( )[ ].,yx, i.e., order,in that ),( xyyxz ≠=  The real part of z, x 
is noted: Real (z) or generally: xZRe =)( . The imaginary part is .)( yZm =ℑ

The Concept of Equality:  Let z1 = (x1,y1), z2 = (x2, y2), then z1 = z2 ⇔ x1 = x2, y1 = y2

The Binary Operation of Addition

By definition ),(),(),( 2121221121 yyxxyxyxzz ++=+=+

Properties of the addition of complex numbers:

• Closure: The set of complex numbers, noted C, is closed with respect to 
addition, i.e., CzwithzzzCzCz ∈=+∈∀∈∀ 332121 ,,,
This relation is easily proven using the closure property for the addition of
real numbers.

• Existence of the neutral element: (0, 0). There exists neutral element, (0, 
0), such that: .)0,0()0,0(, zzzCz =+=+∈∀  This element (0, 0) is 
generally noted: 0 simply. This relation is also proven using properties of 
real numbers. 

• Existence of an opposite element: opzCz ∃∈∀ , such that
.0)0,0( ==+=+ zzzz opop  Thus .zzop −=  If ).,(),,( bazbaz op −−==  

From the definition of complex number, this relation is proven readily.
• Associative property: 321 ,, zandzz ∀∀∀ ,

.)()( 321321321 zzzzzzzzz ++=++=++
This relation is also proven using properties of real numbers. 

Conclusion: The set of complex numbers is a group with respect to addition 
as defined above. A set is called a group if, provided with a binary operation, 
it possesses the four properties defined above. Note however that for 
multiplication, the neutral element will be called “Identity element,” and the 
“opposite element” is referred to as the “inverse element.”

• Commutativity: .,, 122121 zzzzCzz +=+∈∀∀  This relation is also 
proven using the definition of addition and properties of real numbers. 
So, addition is a commutative operation for the set of complex numbers. 
Because of this supplementary property, the above group is called an 
Abelian or commutative group.
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The Binary Operation of Multiplication 

Definition: z1z2 = ),(),)(,( 212121212211 xyyxyyxxyxyx +−= . In other words,
),(),(),,( 21212121321222111 xyyxyyxxzzzyxzyxz +−==⇒==

THEOREM:  The set of complex numbers, endowed with the binary operation of 
addition, is an Abelian group.

• Closure:  CzZ ∈∀ 2,
1 , we have Czzz ∈= 321 .

• Identity element: (1, 0): zzzCz =∗=∗∈∀ )0,1()0,1(,
• Inverse ,,:)0( invZ zCz ∃∈∀≠  noted ,1−z with:

1)0,1( −=⇒=⋅=⋅ zzzzzz invinvinv  for all .0≠z
• Associativity: ,,, 321 Czzz ∈∀  321321321 )()( zzzzzzzzz ==

• Commutativity: ,, 21 Czz ∈∀  we have 1221 zzzz =

NOTATIONS, REPRESENTATIONS, AND OTHER PROPERTIES 

We have seen that 1−=i ; in the formal notation above )1,0(=i .
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Note Well:  For number) real (a )0,(  then  ,0   ),,( xxzyifyxz ==== so the set of real 
numbers ℜ is simply a subset of that of the complex numbers.

Cartesian Representation of ),( yxz =

Polar Coordinate representation  
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with θθθ sincos ie i +=

In many operations – particularly exponentiations and multiplications – it is often
better to put the complex numbers in a polar coordinate representation. 

Some examples:
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• ( ) ( ) θθθ innninnin ererrez =∗==

The modulus of a complex number z = (x, y) = x + iy = θire  is, by definition,
.22 ryxz =+=  The argument of a complex number θθ  is irez = , by 

definition.
Crucial notation: Argument of z=

In the relation above, k = positive or negative integer or zero

Note well that z ofargument  The
cos)2cos(
sin)2sin(
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θπθ
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n
n

is defined up to an additive constant that is any multiple of π2 .

Let α , an arbitrary angle, be the argument of a complex number. The angle α  
can be less or greater than .2π  We write α  as the sum of two quantities: θ  (less than

)2π and a multiple of ,2π i.e., ,2πθα ++= k  then arg(z) = α  and the principal part of 
arg(z) noted Arg(z) = θ . [Note well that capital a (i.e., A) means principal value!] In this 
notation, θ  is always from . to ππ +−  
The complex conjugate of ( )yxzyxz −=== ,*z  is ),(
Some illustrative examples follow
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Complex numbers obey the triangular inequality: .2121 zzzz +≤+  Prove it.

A KEY APPLICATION:  Solve the equation  0zz n = , i.e., find the z satisfying it.
Application: The equation 0zz n =  has n solutions as per the fundamental theorem of
algebra (FTA)! 

The first step in finding the solution to equations of this type is to find z0 in the polar 

representation. If 000 yxz += , then 2
0

2
00 )()( yxr +=  and πθ k

x
y

+= − )(tan
0
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If, for k=0,  )cos( 0θ and 0x  have the same sign and )sin( 0θ  and 0y  have the same sign 

then )(tan
0

01
0 x

y−=θ , otherwise, k=1 and πθ += − )(tan
0

01
0 x

y
            (form 1) 

Due to the periodicity of sine and cosine functions, with a period of π2 , we can write 
πθθ 2.00 l+=  where l  is 0, 1, 2, 3, etc.                                             (Form 2) 
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Writing theta zero in that fashion, i.e. form 2, will allow us to get n solutions as required 
by the FTA. Using form 1 leads to only one solution! 

If −∗=== n
n iin erzthenerzz
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But, there are n values of the arguments ( )πθθ 2.00 lthatrecall += .  

The n solutions are z1 to zn with the same modulus n
n rrrr
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πθα −
+= where l  goes from 1 to n. 

Remark: The rules governing operations on complex numbers are unchanged by the 
choice of a representation, i.e., get the result, the easiest way, using ),,( yxz = iyx + , or

θire . For multiplication, division, and exponentiation, the polar representation ( θire
) is very often needed.

The above basic properties of complex numbers serve as the foundation for extensive
utilization or applications in the study of functions of a complex variable and for very
many fundamental relations and equations in mathematics, physics, and engineering. A
total  mastery  of  the  above  point,  it  must  be  underscored,  is  necessary  for  the  noted
applications, in general, and for understanding the next lesson on elementary functions of
a complex variable and their properties. 
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